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mine wide band system lies between m~ 5 and mb 5·3 at 
a distance of 3,500 km. 
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Reply to Thirlaway 
vVE apologize to Thirlaway and his colleagues for stating 
categorically that the shape of the surface wave spectra for 
discriminating between earthquakes and explosions was 
suggested prior to our work' but not tested. The two 
figures presented by him in the SIPRI report• certainly 
suggest such spectral differences for explosions and earth
quakes. For his data, however, it is not possible to 
attribute these differences unambiguously to th0 two 
kinds of souroo~ because earthquake and explosion data 
\Yero not shown for t.ho same region. Because Liebermann 
and Pomeroy3 and others demonstrate largo regional 
differeneos in Jkls-fnb populations, scepLics could question 
the interpretation of these differences. Also, tho two 
figures arc presented with practically no discussion; we 
strongly urge publication of the results through established 
journals. His explosion data do not extend to periods 
greater than 25 s for two events and about 33 s for the 
third. 

Our explosion and earthquake datal, however, were 
obtained for nearly identical source regions and propaga
tion paths, and they extend to periods of about 50 s. 
Thus we can unambiguously stat.o that differences in the 
source spectra for the set of explosions and earthquakes 
that we studied must be attributed largely to cliffcrenc0s 
in the two diffcnmt types of source time [unctions and not 
to differences in focal depth, propagation path, radiation 
pattern or Rouree dimensions. 

'Ve agree that it remains to be seen whothc.r· instruments 
(particularly long period hori~r.ontal seismometers) in 
near-surfa.oo vaults will give l'esults comparable with those 
obtained in the Now Jersey mine. Nevertheless, we are 
optimistic that this can be done. Our location in an active 
zinc mine is, in fact, quite noisy for long period pressure 
fluctuations. We successfully eliminated pressure ehanges 
as a major contributor to the seismic background noise. 
Amplitudes of microseismie noise for periods near 20 s in 
the mine are comparable with those rcported 2 for high
quality sites on the surface. Because our instruments are 
limited by microseisrnic noise with periods near 20 s, 
detection capability is not sacrificed by broadening the 
recording band in comparison with exist,ing narrow 
band instruments peaked near 20 s. 

We stated1 that we did not have adequate data for mb 
(USCGS) less than 5·0 to identify the lower threshold for 
detection and discrimination of explosions and earth
quakes. Also, we noted that body-wave magnitude, mb, 
as determined by the USCGS for events in western North 
America, tends to be larger than determinations made at 
great distance (which form the basis for most comparisons 
of detection and discrimination levcls2). Thus Thirlaway's 
assessment of our detection threshold probably is a 
pessimistic interpretation of our results. 

In our analysis, a comparison of 50 s Rayleigh waves 
with mb seems to be the best discriminant for underground 
explosions and earthquakes. Tho amplitudes of 50 s 
waves for the smallest explosions detected (mo 5·3) are 
about twenty times smaller than those for earthquakes 
of the same mo. The near parallelism of the explosion and 
earthquake populations makes us optimistic that the 
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discrimination threshold can be lowered by similar study 
of additional earthquakes and explosions with 4·0 < mb < 
5·0 and by more sophisticated data processing. 
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Measurements on Cloud 
Chamber Tracks 
RECENT work reported from Sydney'--", on tracks in cloud 
chamber photographs of particles near the axis of exten
sive air showers, might be interpreted in terms of particles 
of subunit eharge. It is important, however, to examine 
the conditions in which normal traflks might possess the 
reported features. This report draws attention to some 
specific effects. 

If the images counted in this work arc indeed drops, 
data reported by Ghosh, Jones and Wilson•, from a 
study of the logarithmic rise of ionization wit.h increasing 
energy for muons, arc relevant. These include two distri
butions of actual measurements for sogments, of 1 ern 
and about 15 em respectively, of drops fi·om field-soparatod 
tracks near the minimum of ionization in the fully con
densed positive ion column. They refer to oxygen at 
standard pressure and exclude ion dusters arising from. 
energy transfers of about 1 koV upwards. The actual 
number of drops condensed on the ions of an unsoparated 
plateau track in t.ho Sydney work probably lies in the 
range 100-160 drops per centimetre, according to the 
completeness of, condensation and the criterion adopted 
for the exclusion of largo energy transfers (delta-rays). 
Accordingly, this implies that, if condensation were 
complete, the reported drop eounts refer to those in about 
1·5 ern of track and the fluctuations ·would be comparable 
with those in about two centimetres of the tracks measured 
by Ghosh et al. These fluctuations would therefore be 
more like those of Fig. 2 than of Fig. 3 of that paper. If 
condensation were ineomplete, the counts would refer to 
a. greater length of track, but an additional fluctuation, 
caused by actual condensation taking place would be 
introduced. In either case, the extreme fluctuations would 
certainly be large and the reported measurements would 
fall near to them. 

Fluctuations of numbers of single drops, although 
these must occur, are most unlikely to represent the whole 
situation correctly. The workers in Sydney have sent 
me direct contact prints of their negatives (from and onto 
35 rnrn film), and it seems that the number of objects 
counted per centimetre of track is of the order of 30 40 
and certainly nothing like 100-160. The Sydney tracks 
are said to be about 0·17 ern wido, and the magnification 
for the plane of the tracks is likely to be about 1/13. 
The smallest objects counted were about 20 (Lm in dia
meter, and objects larger than this may be irregular. 
They do not cover more than about one-fifth of tho whole 
track area. The most likely interpretation is that detect-
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